For students

Every student is different. Every university is different. U-Multirank helps students find universities that perform best in what matters to them by creating their own personal ranking table. Created with the input of students, the specially designed student-track in U-Multirank is the fast and user-friendly route to finding that match. With a special focus on teaching and learning and the views of over 100,000 students surveyed at participating universities all across the world, this track provides real feedback from current students, offering a unique first-hand perspective.

‘The European Student Union [ESU] believes that U-Multirank will be an extremely useful tool for students all over the world, being the first global ranking that includes in a serious manner the teaching and learning dimension,’ Fernando Galán, ESU President.

Compare

While traditional league tables promote a narrow idea of what makes a university good, U-Multirank helps you work out which universities around the world are similar, sharing missions or profiles. In just five easy steps, U-Multirank helps you compare universities on a like-with-like basis across five dimensions: Teaching & Learning, Research, Knowledge Transfer, International Orientation and Regional Engagement. Choose a particular university and find similar ones or define a profile and find which universities match. U-Multirank is the perfect tool for benchmarked comparisons that can drive quality enhancement.

‘U-Multirank provides an elegant solution to a problem which undermines conventional rankings. It does not seek to weight different activities of a university but allows users to devise their own ranking according to what they believe is important,’ Professor Sir Howard Newby, former Vice-Chancellor, University of Liverpool.

At a glance

Select a university to explore and at a glance see what makes it distinctive and all its relative strengths and weaknesses, featuring U-Multirank’s unique, downloadable snapshot infographic showing each university’s overall performance. Go deeper and analyze performance in different subject areas, ranked scores, and a full profile of the kind of place it is. Choose from more than a thousand universities all over the world.

‘U-Multirank provides valuable information and represents a compelling model of how higher education data that is focused on results can be made more accessible,’ Jamie Merisotis, President and CEO, The Lumina Foundation, USA.
Which universities perform best in different areas?

The world of higher education is a world of diversity and U-Multirank allows you to explore a range of rankings celebrating the variety of ways in which different universities excel. Designed by U-Multirank’s expert team, these rankings each offer a quick overview of a specific aspect of university performance at both the institutional level and in various subject areas. Through its readymade rankings, U-Multirank shows the performance of each university on criteria you can use as a starting point to create your own rankings in ways far more powerful and personalized than traditional league tables.

‘Compared to other comparisons and rankings, U-Multirank gives students and other higher education stakeholders much more information to work with in making considered decisions,’ Prof. Simon Marginson, Director of the Centre for Global Higher Education, University College London.
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